Spontaneous EEG spikes in the normal hippocampus. II. Relations to synchronous burst discharges.
Spontaneous EEG spikes (SPKs) were recorded from the CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus in normal rats during awake immobility and slow wave sleep. These SPKs were accompanied by synchronous burst discharges in the pyramidal cell layer. These discharges are called 'population bursts (PBs)' in that they seem to require a population of synchronously bursting neurons. PBs were classified into 2 forms on the basis of their morphologies. One form (mixed burst or MB) consisted of a mixture or superimposition of action potential bursts from a relatively small number of neurons. The other form (ripple) was a series of 3-13 (typically 5-8) high frequency (125-250 Hz) waves, usually waxing and waning. Unit action potentials were superimposed mainly on negative portions of these high frequency waves. The ripple was considered to represent summed activity of highly synchronized complex spike bursts from a relatively large number of pyramidal cells. The similarity in wave structure between these non-pathological ripples and multipeaked, epileptiform (interictal) field potentials recorded from the penicillin-treated hippocampus suggests that they may share some common underlying mechanisms.